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Why do we need a schema? • The information is transported via an information system, but the schema is logically independent of it Enabling Grids for E-sciencE
Desirable schema properties
• Not too big -don't describe every detail, only the things which are really needed
• Not too small -need to capture all the important features
• Flexible -must be able to cope with a very wide range of resource configurations
• Precise -the semantics should be clear and unambiguous
• Simple -easy to understand what the attributes mean
• Calculable -it should be possible to determine the values of attributes in a short time (typically < 1 second)
• Extensible -it must be possible to evolve the schema without breaking existing software Enabling Grids for E-sciencE
Why standardise the schema?
• Many different Grids, interoperability is a major activity 
Evolution process
• Evolution has been fairly slow -two upgrades in four years
-Collect problems and ideas, discuss by email/phone -several months -One face-to-face meeting to agree changes -intensive but productive -Write documentation, update schema implementations and deploy them -also a few months -Update information providers -timescale varies, can be 1-2 years -Update clients -timescale varies, can be infinite!
• Backward compatibility maintained through the whole process -significant constraint -Some sites take a very long time to upgrade -Many legacy objects/attributes
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Evolution issues • GlueCE -a complex set of objects and attributes describing a computing resource -Queue, policy, cluster, …
• GlueSE -a complex set of objects and attributes describing a storage resource -Storage area, control and access protocols, policies, …
• Also many subsidiary objects Enabling Grids for E-sciencE
GLUE schema in LCG/EGEE
• The Resource Broker allows job submission to be directed according to requirements on the GLUE schema attributes, and a ranking expression defines the order of preference -JDL (Job Definition Language) uses classads, which need to be mapped to the schema
• The data management clients query the information system for the attributes of Storage Elements
• Other tools present information directly to the user
• Monitoring tools collect summary information for the whole Grid
• The storage schema is currently used for a prototype storage accounting system -Although this is not in general a target use for the schema
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Service discovery
• Glue 1.2 introduced the GlueService concept to publish generic service information -gLite has a Service Discovery API to query it -Can publish some service-specific information (key/value pairs)
• Slow takeup -Mainly data management so far
• GlueService is not explicitly linked to GlueCE/SE -Clients may make ad-hoc assumptions to link them, e.g. matching hostnames
• No generic information provider -Just static configuration -Some services have custom publishers -New publisher now being certified
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Mapping the schema • GLUE is now an OGF working group -Aiming for a major redesign -GLUE 2.0 -Includes experience from many more Grids -See poster session -… watch this space!
